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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Customer Awesome 2 of 2 review helpful Elegant and compelling By Yoshi Umi 
Apologies to a Whale is both celebration and inquisition aria and dirge Digging at the edge of the ecological nuclear 
precipice that we have driven ourselves to Cecile Pineda mines for cultures and sensitivities that pre date and outlive 
the grand illusion Human beings are killing the planet and themselves in the process Cecile Pineda asks a simple 
question Why An urgent reframing of current ecological thinking Apology to a Whale addresses what the intersection 
of relative linguistics and archeology reveals about the present world s power relations and what the extraordinary 
communication of plants and animals can teach us This masterpiece of creative nonfiction is a wild ride on the 
frontiers of archeo linguistics i ldquo Cecile Pineda has the nerve to ask the one simple question that eludes our public 
posturing and computations It is the one question that could save us What has happened to our mind that we are killing 
our world What is it at the roo 
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